Not only is a picture worth a thousand words, some concepts can scarcely be expressed or explained without them. Watson and Crick needed to visualize possibilities for the structure of the double helix DNA molecule in sketches and then physical models. And they needed Rosalind Franklin's x-ray crystallographic images in order to start. It is not surprising, therefore, that when Charles Darwin first began to think through the consequences of transmutation of species (as he called it), he made an attempt to draw a model of the relationships that would result from a process of descent from common ancestry.
A central component of Charles Darwin's evolutionary theory is that patterns of similarity and dissimilarity among organisms are based in genealogy. Two kinds of hummingbirds look alike, not because they represent some version of an "ideal hummingbird" but because they share a common ancestor. As do humans and apes. In one of those aha moments, he sketched into his notebook B (page 36, around July 1837) one of the iconic images of all biology-an evolutionary tree. His simple scheme took into account both the origin of new species and extinctions of older ones; the result was patterned but patchy, just like nature. His tree represented an historical process; vastly refined it became the sole illustration in his On the Origin of Species (1859).
We can only guess at how differently the history of Darwin's theory might have progressed if he had had the fluent draftsmanship of Thomas Henry Huxley (his great supporter) or Richard Owen (their rival). Both of them were gifted artists. Darwin, frankly speaking, simply could not draw. And this came to pain him as much as his failure to learn refined dissecting skills when a student. He could remedy the latter omission by hard work, and did so during his massive project on barnacles, but it was too late for him to express himself as well with a drawing pencil as he could using a writing implement.
As Julia Voss explains in Darwin's Pictures, during Darwin's lifetime, science changed dramatically in all subjects, not just his own. The drive for clear exposition of the new sciences, both for the public and for specialized readers, was facilitated enormously by the more or less simultaneous development of the "illustrated book." Lithography, engraving, and photography created a revolution in the art of exposition. Darwin took advantage of these developments. He was one of the first to realize also that photography could be a powerful tool in the scientist's laboratory. His study The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals (1872) would not have been possible without comparative, analytical, illustrations, which started with crude sketches that he made of his own children. As Darwin was a poor draftsman, Julia Voss's Darwin's Pictures is not a critical retrospective of the man as an artist. Instead she uses a small number of images-like the figure of Galápagos ground finch beaks in The Voyage of the Beagle (editions after 1845), the tree in the Origin, and the use of photographic series in Expression of the Emotions-to explain the development of his ideas and the history of his career as a scientist of the midto-late nineteenth century. In the process she is able to retell a familiar story from a novel and newly illuminating point of view. Given everything that has already been written on Darwin, this is no mean accomplishment, and she has written a most readable book that should attract a wide audience.
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